Spring/Summer Collections 2018

Animalia Collection by
An exciting collaboration with artist Emma J Shipley presents a menagerie of coordinating fabric and wallpaper,
incorporating rich velvets, luxurious satins and shimmering effects. Mystic, magical and exotic, ‘Animalia’ features
tropical parrots, swinging lemurs, fierce tigers and delicately hand drawn giraffes.

(Front) Sofa: Amazon Red Velvet (Above) Sofa: Audubon Gold.

(Top left) Tent: Tigris Pink & Teal Cushions left to right: Jungle Palms & Rousseau Jungle, Lemur Lime & Kruger Magenta
(Top right) Chair: Kruger Lime Wallpaper: Jungle Palms Pink (Bottom) Chaise Longue: Lemur Navy Velvet Chair: Jungle Palms Navy.

Animalia Wallcoverings Collection by
Intricately hand drawn jungle scenes are brought to life with the use of bold fashion colours and metallic highlights.
This lively range of non-woven wallpaper is available in 8 striking designs, depicting dramatic colours and
emphasising the intensity of the jungle. These can be used in conjunction with the Animalia Fabric range or as a
vibrant choice for statement walls.

(Top left) Rousseau Blue (Top right) Lemur Jungle (Bottom left) Extinct Gold (Bottom right) Audubon Pink.

Wallpaper: Kruger Eggshell Bench: Kruger Navy.

Oslo Collection
This collection takes inspiration from traditional Scandinavian folklore patterns, updated with a modern twist.
Simple mixes of embroidered florals, stitch effects and a multi coloured woven ribbon stripe all work with a
herringbone textured plain to create the perfect Scandi look. Five stylish patterns in modern shades, including
coral/denim, fuchsia/chartreuse and spice/teal.

Drapes: Arla Coral/Denim Sofa: Moray Ivory Footstool: Ommel Coral/Denim
Cushions left to right: Norah Coral/Denim & Moray Denim.

(Top left ) Rolls: Erika Eau De Nil & Denim Drum: Erika Spice
(Bottom) Cushions left to right : Erika Charcoal & Chartreuse, Ommel, Norah & Arla Chartreuse/Charcoal.

Heritage Collection
Stately and elegant, this woven linen collection captures the grandeur of an English country manor. Five classic,
hand drawn designs created using timeless colours, including soft naturals, duck egg and blush through to stronger
tones of citron, charcoal, sage and teal. Pair the beautifully detailed trailing floral and leaf with the rustic chevron or
textured plain to create a truly delightful scheme. All fabrics in the collection are suitable for both drapery and
upholstery.

(Top left) Cushions top to bottom: Ashmore, Ferndown & Dorset Linen (Bottom) Sofa: Woodsford Duckegg Blinds: Milton Duckegg.

Drape: Ferndown Denim
Chair: Ashmore Denim.

Avebury Collection
Capturing the essence of an English country garden in full bloom, Avebury bursts with floral blossoms,
meandering leaf trails and a stunning topiary pattern. Seven elegant designs are intricately embroidered onto a fine
cotton ground, in 40 pretty shades. These botanical designs sit beautifully with dual purpose woven checks and
stripes, to create a fresh, modern country look.

Drapes: Summerby Raspberry Sofa: Alderton Raspberry/Linen Drum: Hidcote Apple
Cushions left to right: Berkeley Raspberry & Bibury Apple.

(Top left) Drapes: Hidcote Damson Chair: Alderton Damson/Heather Cushion: Summerby Damson (Bottom) Sofa: Kelmscott Denim
Footstool: Berkeley Denim Blind: Fairford Denim Cushions left to right: Alderton & Hidcote Denim, Bibury Ivory.

Equinox Collection

Albany & Moray Collection

The beauty of geometry! This collection consists of 15 multi-purpose small scale geometric weaves, ranging from
trellis effects to chevrons, basket weaves and Greek key designs. These sophisticated patterns have been cleverly
compiled to combine with our vast range of decorative weaves and prints, coloured for a modern style. Go vibrant
with a plethora of exciting jewel and berry tones or choose calming ivory, natural and linen shades.

A perfect pairing! This collection of multi-purpose chenille weaves is available across 29 shades and consists of a
small-scale herringbone pattern and an intricate textured plain. Offering all the Clarke & Clarke quality and style you
love, combine the pair for a laid-back, yet luxurious look.

Elementa FR Print Collection
Wide width, flame retardant satin prints combine with delicate watercolour sheers and fashionable velvets, all
woven with Trevira yarns. Marbling and mottled lava patterns swirl throughout this collection, taking inspiration from
the earth’s natural elements. Intense and calm aspects mingle harmoniously in daring combinations of peacock/
flame, indigo/teal and charcoal/chartreuse, which sit with serene hues of blush, stone and natural combinations.
A dramatic, statement collection suitable for contemporary hotel design schemes.

Chair: Basanite Peacock.
Drapes left to right: Landscape Flame, Molten Peacock, Summit Flame, Aura Indigo & Cirro Peacock/Flame.

(Top Left) Cubes: Molten Indigo & Basanite Olive Cushions: Cirro Petrol/Olive Drape: Landscape Indigo (Top Right) Drape: Summit
Indigo/Teal Chair: Basanite & Molten Indigo (Bottom) Sofa: Molten Charcoal Drape: Cirro Charcoal/Chartreuse.

Metallica FR Blackout Collection

Odyssey FR Quilted Velvet Collection

Glitz and glimmer! Precious metals and shimmering natural mineral tones define this luxurious collection of flame
retardant blackout fabrics. Choose from 25 opulent shades, ranging from natural, pearl and granite shades through
to striking silvers, golds and coppers. Available in both single & double width and meeting all worldwide contract
drapery specifications.

Experience a sensory odyssey of texture and colour with this FR quilted diamond velvet. Pure luxury, using three
dimensional quilting and durable velvet, the collection features 30 gorgeous colours and is perfect for all upholstery
applications.

Electro FR Weaves Collection

Harris FR Blackout Collection

An irresistible spectrum of striking shades, ranging from silver and zinc through to soft ivory and mochas, combined
to give this flame retardant collection an edgy, contemporary vibe. Perfect for creating stylish drapes in any modern
residential or commercial interior, the three textured, wide width patterns in this sophisticated collection are available
in 30 versatile shades.

A myriad of 71 tempting colours, created using a clever two-tone linen effect texture, make this FR blackout fabric an
easy choice for both classic and contemporary interiors. Available in both single and double widths and meeting all
contract drapery requirements.

www.clarke-clarke.com

